
Packaging machines without control cabinets or
modular machines – Gerhard Schubert GmbH,
based in Crailsheim, Germany, has always had a
sixth sense for unique solutions. This innovative
operation is always looking out for new, leading-
edge approaches to optimize its business processes –
and has found that the configuration software from
Tacton Systems is an essential tool to this end.
Configuration specialist Lino supports Schubert
in this area.

Gerhard Schubert GmbH

Huge Time
Savings and Design
Dependability Gerhard Schubert founded his business in 1966 with

the aim of developing and building highly flexible
packaging machines. Schubert’s SKA carton erector
proved to be widely successful. In 1972, the SSB,
Schubert’s first modular machine for filling and sealing
top-loading cartons, set the course this enterprise
follows today: Schubert continues to build modular
packaging machines that can be flexibly linked.

CUSTOMER
REPORT



“Lino® 3D layout links the individual
modules and enables generation of
a three-dimensional layout plan.”
Timo Schenk, projectmanager configuration, Gerhard Schubert GmbH

Task
• End-to-end processes between
sales, design and manufacturing

• Design Automation
for shorter design times

• Sales Automation
for faster sales processes

Schubert has always been ahead of its time, which
forced the company to develop a lot of things on its
own. For instance, the company built the first packa-
ging robots in 1985, and in 1994 they rolled out VMS, a
control system especially for its packaging machines.
Since 1992 Schubert has been building the TLM –
Top-loading Machine – a modular packagingmachine
that is currently in its third generation. Placing nume-
rous components on the top of the machine makes for
an extremely open and accessible lower section, which
facilitates cleaning in plant equipment used in the
food industry.

The family-run Gerhard Schubert GmbH currently
employs around 700 persons at its main operation in
Germany’s “Packaging Valley”, centered on Schwäbisch
Hall and Crailsheim; with subsidiaries and branch
offices, this figure is over 1,000 world-wide. Schubert
builds around 120 packaging lines per year, and gene-
rates revenues of 228 million euros globally.

Schubert’s machines are widely used in the confectio-
nary and food sectors. These machines can even place
filled chocolates in the packaging – using a camera, the
control system can recognize what variety of chocolate is
at which point on the belt, and the robot arm picks the
right chocolate and places it precisely in the intended
depression in the tray. In 2012, the product portfolio
was expanded to including filling of liquid media like
shampoo. All Schubert machines can be changed over
rapidly when different products are to be packaged on
a single line.

The machine modules consist of a frame that is largely
identical across all machines, multiple robots and
further components, e.g. for erecting cartons, grouping
individual packages, filling or bottling, sealing and

palletizing. This makes possible a pre-assembly in which components can be
assembled up to a certain level before on-site erection of the packaging plant.

Very early on, Schubert engineers recognized that they could use functions of the
CAD system to generate variants more rapidly. Thus, for a long time the configuration
functions of the CAD system Solidworks, which Schubert has been deploying since
the turn of the millennium, were used; however, it became apparent that these were
not powerful enough to handle the numerous variants.

Thus, in 2008 Schubert set out to find a configuration solution that would enable it
to automate a large proportion of its routine design tasks. Designer Timo Schenk
recalls how the company came across Tacton Systems at a trade show: “It quickly
became clear that in Tacton Design Automation (TDA) we had found a vital, flexible
and adaptable system. The results of the pilot installation were also positive. One
thing we learned was that a configurator like this can’t be supported by the IT
department, because a lot of engineering know-how is required to ensure that the
technical requirements are taken into account in implementing the configurator.”

THE COMPANY

Name Gerhard Schubert GmbH
Location Crailsheim (Headoffice)
Portfolio Packaging machines; system components;

boxing, erecting and gluing machines; filling
machines and closing machines

Branch Packaging machinery industry
Employees approx. 1700
Founded 1966
Website www.schubert.group/de/

Solution
• Tacton Design Automation

• Tacton Sales Automation

• Software Made by Lino®
for 3D layout planning and
PDM/ERP integration

Result
• Comprehensive system
integration of PDM and ERP

• Individual models in 10 minutes

• Perfect, fastmachine layouts

• Lean processes without media
breaks and knowledge silos



At the 2013 Design & Sales Automation Conference organized by Lino, Schenk started
talking with the Lino team, which had previously presented a preview of its latest
development: Lino® 3D layout. This software builds on Solidworks and TDA and enables
extremely simple generation of 3D floor plans. Schenk recognized the potential of
this software for Schubert, which in turn launched the cooperation between Lino and
Schubert that saw Lino 3D layout advance to series-readiness.

As Schenk explains, “The individual modules are set up in Solidworks on the basis of
Tacton configurations. However, components cannot communicate with each other
adequately in TDA. For example, when I define a frame width on a module, the other
modules should adopt the same width. Lino 3D layout links the individualmodules and
enables generation of a three-dimensional layout plan.”

Schubert took an unusual approach to implementation; often, configuration is first
rolled out in sales and then extended to design later. “But our aim,” says Schenk, “was
to implement Tacton so that we could generate configurations in the design department
right from the start. However, design makes much greater demands on the configurator,
so we wanted to begin with the more complex task.”

Timo Schenk describes a second unconventional step: “We created the TDA rule set
ourselves from the ground up. Inmany projects, the vendor or systemhouse creates a
basic framework, and the user enterprise subsequently only modifies these rules. From
day one, we placed a high priority on being able to do things ourselves and on under-
standing how the rule set works. So the easy-to-use rules editor in TDA was a key factor
for us in choosing this system.”

Tacton Design Automation implements knowledge-based engineering perfectly. In TDA,
the rule set consists of rules and tables. One table contains for instance the components
of a machine, with a second table holding the possible component dimensions. Users
simply click together the parameters and components in the Solidworks user interface –
a rapid, intuitive process, as Schenk demonstrates. “The tables are not stored in the
Solidworks model, but externally. That makes them accessible in many different models,
and thus usable across machines. Most importantly, changes in the external tables are
available immediately when the configurator is restarted. The rule editor is quick and
intuitive to learn.”

When conceptualizing and planning plant equipment, Schubert’s designers work with
reduced models and Lino 3D layout. This constellation enables them to put together a
packaging line extremely intuitively by dragging and dropping the modules and conveyor
systems. The resulting 3D module is ideal for showing customers how the finished
solution will look.

TDA and Lino 3D layout are used in the design process aswell, with Lino 3D layout
working the background to coordinate the interaction of the modules. Thus, when the
width of the frame is modified, the protective cladding is altered as well. Lino 3D layout
delivers the conclusiveness that synchronizesmutually independent modules that were
generated using different configuration logics. As Schenk explains, “In principle, we
could also accomplish this without Lino 3D layout using a module hierarchy, but this way
we can work with smaller, higher-performance modules. It’s also a lot easier to work
on a machine as a team when each member handles a different module. Lino 3D layout
keeps the modules with their parameter sets in the background.”

Schubert markets three generations ofmachines concurrently; various add-ons can
only be integrated in certain generations. The “wrong” add-ons are now highlighted
in yellow in the configuration selection menus to visually signal false combinations
to the designers. “That sounds like a minor detail,” says Schenk, “but it prevents
time-consuming catalog searches and errors in pre-assembly.”

TDA is also being used for configuring tools, in the development of grippers and other
handling instruments. And here as well, significant savings have been achieved. But, as
Schenk emphasizes, “This isn’t about savings, it’s about reducing routine tasks so that
we can work more efficiently with our current team.”

The plant modules consist of a base frame, which is
similar in structure repeatedly.

Lino 3D layout with plant modules and linked conveyor
technology – 2D top view.

Lino 3D layout with various plant modules –
3D perspective view.

Erection tool for mounting in a plant module.



Schenk also highlights the dependability “Today, we can modify an individual module in one to two
that the configuration gives designers.
The system ensures that, for instance, all
relevant parts are modified in the event
of a change – without exception. If the
designer changes the framematerial
from steel to stainless steel because
the packaging equipment is destined
for the food industry, the protective cladding and covers in the parts list are
also changed to stainless steel – a major source of errors is eliminated entirely.
“That’s extremely important,” Schenk emphasizes. “TDA ensures that only
valid combinations can be selected. When designers determine that a combi-
nation is wrongly invalid, they call us and we enable that combination – which
takes just a few minutes thanks to the convenient rules editor.”

For Schenk, the deployment of Lino 3D layout and TDA has had a massive
impact: “We save time not only in the initial construction of the model, but
also in major changes. When an important basic variable is changed – and that
happens between 10 and 15 times over the course of a project – adaptation of a
module including the necessary checks used to take about 15 minutes – multi-
plied accordingly for eight to ten modules. Today, we canmodify an individual
module in one to twominutes, reducing the total time involved from two and a
half hours to twenty minutes – and feel certain that everything is correct!”

For Schenk, the effort put into creating the rule set hasmore than paid off: “That
took amassive load off our standardization department. Formerly, they had to
generate a new template for every single variant; today they just add another
parameter to the existing rules – that’s it. We’re supporting thirty designers
with a single personmaking Tacton Design Automationmodels and rule sets.”
Working with Lino has been an extremely positive experience for Schenk: “In
Lino, we’ve found an extremely open partner that employs absolute experts in
their areas. The cooperation in the implementation of Lino 3D layout allowed us
to incorporate a lot of knowledge, and the resulting system is an optimum fit to
us. We’re going to work flat out on our implementation; the link to our ERP is al-
ready up, and we’re also on track to seamlessly interface layout and design. We
feel that Lino understands us perfectly. Lino is not just a software reseller but a
premium solution partner. We have direct contact to all hierarchic levels at Lino,
and we feel we’re optimally supported and ideally positioned for the future.”
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minutes, reducing the total time involved from two and a
half hours to twentyminutes – and feel certain that every-
thing is correct!”
Timo Schenk

Lino GmbH
Grosse Bleiche 15
55116 Mainz | Germany
www.lino.de

Have we aroused your interest?
Contact us. We are glad to advise you
Tel. +49 [6131] 32 785 10 or info@lino.de.

Lino® is a registered trademark of Lino GmbH. All other trademarks and product names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective rightholders. © 2020 Lino GmbH

Sales Layout Planning Design Manufacturing

Lino® 3D Configuration Solution for end-to-end
business processes from sales to manufacturing

Lino® 3D Configuration Solution
Lino GmbH is a provider of technology leading
software solutions and consulting services for
Design and Sales Automation, System Configura-
tion and 3D Visualization. Enterprises in different
manufacturing industries realize efficient, end-
to-end sales and product development processes
with enormous savings potential with the Lino
Team along with Tacton Configurator and Soft-
ware Made by Lino® products.

The Tacton technology sets entirely new standards
in Product Configuration and revolutionizes the
drafting, configuration and selling of complex
industrial products. In combination with Software
Made by Lino® products, you can easily integrate
applications from CAD, PDM, PLM, ERP, CRM,
Web, eCommerce or mobile devices with Tacton
software.

Lino is a Tacton Business Partner, Solidworks
Solution Partner and Microsoft Partner Gold
Application Development. The configuration
specialist and software developer operates six
offices in Germany and Austria: Bremen, Mainz,
Stuttgart, Nuremberg, Dresden and Raabs (A).


